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PREFACE

I’ve been a fiber artist for many decades. I also love photography. When digital processes and computers became readily available, I was able to create ways to combine fiber art and photography into innovative fiber photographs. I’m passionate about coming up with ideas and working out the kinks. This leads to more discoveries in an evolutionary process. I make the art and then the art makes me. This work always keeps me thinking, “What if…?”

You can explore this creative digital process, manipulating original photography using a wide variety of photo-editing tools. Merging images digitally and/or physically by layering and fusing them with other surfaces, collage, and painted fabric or paper is a twenty-first-century art process.

After a digital image is composed, you decide what substrate (surface) would best enhance the image. It can be printed directly onto an assortment of created inkjet-ready substrates, papers, and mixed-media surfaces. Another variable is presentation—what would best suit the final print? Should it be finished as a wholecloth photo art quilt, a holographic image, or a segmented foldable work, or collaged into mixed-media art? Add creative stitching with the sewing lines serving as drawing lines. Every work is created individually, with unique results.

I hope this book inspires you to discover new ways of creating images, printing on innovative substrates, and presenting your work.
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OPEN THE INNER WINDOW ON YOUR OWN MUSE

Tap the inner muse. Learn what stops you in your tracks. What do you take a second look at? What magazine pictures, web pages, artists, or artwork draws you in?

Open a window; make a book! Tear out pictures from magazines and glue them into special journals just for musing. Keep images in an inspiration folder or as Internet bookmarks on your computer. Compiling a group of images for inspiration is best done when you’re tired, as tiredness eliminates that inner critic. These references give you a window on what you are responding to—colors, shapes, artists, or techniques. Often these can be just the spark you need to set to work, to go deeper into an idea.

You might return to what you did as a teenager or child. What were your favorite things to do? These may be clues for an inspiring, maybe new, direction for your art.

Inspiration can often come from issues that are important to you. Art often is journalistic. Where do your passions lie?

Art-making cannot be made to happen on a schedule. Doing something just to sell can leave work hollow and forced. The best work comes when you are in the flow, lost in time during the process of making art.

Go to your work area and be present. Start to do something and see what happens. Maybe this will move you into a composition and get the ideas flowing. Often the materials themselves will jump-start a new project.

Visit museums, galleries, and art studios. Expose yourself to good art. Collect art. Study artists you admire.

Don’t compare yourself to others. That is the kiss of death for your own originality and creativity. There will always be artists you admire and look up to, but each of us has our own voice. Honor your own muse! Go with your inspirations and be yourself. You are one of a kind. Be proud of your work. It will be an extension of yourself in the world.

Don’t drive yourself crazy with high expectations. You’re human; you will make mistakes, especially when you are trying something new and different. Often mistakes take us in new directions.

Follow your vision and have fun!

HOW TO USE THIS BOOK

• There is a lot of information in this book—ideas, techniques, things to try. Because you’ll be working with your own images, none of your work will look like mine. And that’s a good thing—you are free to blaze your own trail. There is a tremendous amount of variability in these processes, so enjoy the freedom to experiment and explore.

• Some of the ideas and techniques will be of interest to you, but some may not. Look through the whole book and then dive into the areas that interest you. But do be sure to read about pre-coats (page 37) and finishing (page 107). These are areas of great importance when you are working with digital printing, to make sure your artwork will last.

• Don’t rush out and buy everything you see mentioned. You probably already have at least some of the things you need, such as containers for mixing paint, brushes, plastic, tissue paper, fabrics, tape, spray bottles, and so on—maybe even some paints and other art supplies. I’m a big advocate of using what you already have or can find.

• The art supplies mentioned in this book are readily available from art supply stores and online. Some are also available in craft stores and maybe even at your local hardware store.

• While a few of the techniques may be specific to a certain substrate, such as letting paint bleed on paper, there’s no reason not to try any of the techniques on any of the substrates—it’s always fun to see what happens. You might discover something I’ve never even thought of.
Preparing Images

The root of a fine digital art piece on any substrate is the photograph. Combining two or more photographs by layering or digitally fusing them using a photo-editing program can result in unique and highly expressive images for printing.

TAKING PHOTOS

The more photographs you have to choose from, the better. The more photographs you take, the more likely you’ll get some winners!

I used to carry a large, heavy SLR (single-lens reflex) camera around with me everywhere. Years later, I took a point-and-shoot camera. Today, my cell phone is with me all the time. When you print on cloth and other substrates, you really don’t need a large-megapixel camera. While professional cameras have superior technical capabilities, the quality of any photo depends on the photographer’s intent and creative vision.

Current movements using smartphone photography (sometimes referred to as “iPhoneography”) extol the virtues of the immediacy and convenience of cell phone cameras. Take your camera/phone far and wide for a variety of images.

If you like, you can change the look of your photos with accessories available for cell phones. These include wide-angle lenses, fish-eye lenses, macros, and more!

Photographs, whether found, altered, or created, should be stored in folders on your computer so you can find them. Always keep your originals safe and make copies to alter.

TIP

Create unique photos by covering the camera (or phone camera) lens with transparent and slightly opaque materials. Try organza, net, cheesecloth, dyed transparent fabric, tissue paper, bubble wrap, waxed paper, or plastic wrap. When I go out in my kayak, I take my phone zipped in a plastic bag. The plastic protects the camera and results in dreamy photos with a soft, painterly look.

Shoot both close up and from far away; you never know what will work for any given composition.
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EDITING IMAGES

Never before have we had so many opportunities to express ourselves digitally. There are many photo-editing programs and apps available that enable you to change, manipulate, and layer your original photographs. You can use your computer, your smartphone, or your tablet.

Computer Software
Adobe Photoshop and Photoshop Elements are widely used and provide almost endless ways to work with digital images. There are also free programs that you can investigate, such as GIMP, Paint.NET, PicMonkey, and Pixlr.

Apps
The number of photo-editing apps for digital devices is amazing! Some are free, many cost just a bit, and a few are more expensive. Some do just one type of edit, while others offer many types of edits. Apps can enable you to change tone, add glow, blur, create a vintage look, try different filters, add edge treatments, and more. Apps can transform photographs into different art forms: Turn photos into drawings using Instant Sketch or Photosketcher or into watercolors using Waterlogue or Sketch Guru. Try Grungetastic to add a variety of textures (see Using Apps to Change a Photo, page 12).

Explore Paper by FiftyThree, DrawCast, Sketch Club, ArtRage, Pixomatic, Draw Free for iPad, or Sketchbook Pro! See what you can find.

Social Sharing Sites
Picasa, Tumblr, Instagram, Photofon, and Tadaa have photo-editing capabilities. Even photo storage programs such as iPhoto and Flickr have editing software—and the list keeps growing.

Simple Ways to Transform Images
Simple editing processes can enhance images and increase your success when printing, especially on unusual substrates. The emphasis is on experimentation. Don’t hesitate to try things out—you never know what you might find.

TIP
There are also many books, YouTube videos, and websites that provide specific information on software and techniques. Lynda.com is an excellent online learning resource for photography and other subjects.

Important! Always duplicate your original photo before editing or manipulating it.

CROPPING
Cropping a photograph can draw more focus to the subject by eliminating extraneous details or busy backgrounds. Try different crops on an image. It’s often more interesting to place the focus of a photo off-center.

Stack of paper turned sideways

CHANGING HUE, VALUE, SATURATION, AND CONTRAST
Editing a photo can create a better photo or a more creative image than just using a photograph directly off your camera or phone. Original images may simply need a shift in hue, value, saturation, or contrast for best printing.

Cropped and edited stack of paper. Editing included sharpening, increasing contrast, and increasing hue. Adjusting the sharpness increases clarity and detail for printing.
Using Preview (Mac) to Change a Photo

Adjusting the exposure can create the effect of having more or less light.

Original photo

Using the contrast tool allows you to bring more black into the image adding highlights.

Increasing the saturation increases the concentration of the colors within the photograph. Reducing the saturation takes color out of the image.

High contrast

Full saturation

Low saturation

Adjusting the hue will change the tint of a photo within the range available on your program.

Hue adjusted toward blue tones

Hue adjusted toward red tones

Sepia
**Using Photoshop to Change a Photo**

There are innumerable ways to change photos using Photoshop, Photoshop Elements, or other image-editing programs or apps. Just adjusting hue, value, saturation, and contrast can make a big difference.

![Original image](image1)

- Increased contrast
- Reduced contrast
- Increasing the hue and/or saturation of the photo will make the colors more vivid.

Desaturation is a simple way to turn color photos to black and white. Some of the substrates you create will benefit from black-and-white images.

- Decreased saturation turns photo to black and white
- Decreased saturation, lightened
- Decreased saturation with increased contrast
PLAYING WITH FILTERS IN PHOTOSHOP

Original image

Changed to black and white

Charcoal filter applied

Plastic-wrap filter applied

Stained-glass filter applied
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Using Apps to Change a Photo

Look how four different apps can change a photo. Download some and play!

**BeFunky**

Original photo  
Cyanotype effect  
Old photo effect

**Grungetastic**

Original photo  
Fun and interesting grunge effects
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Sketch Guru

Original of a similar photo

Pencil sketch

8-bit color

Colored pencil
Waterlogue

Original photo

Fluid watercolor effects
DIVIDING IMAGES FOR PRINTING

1. Resize the image to the final desired size in nice, round numbers, such as 16” × 20”, rather than 15.877” × 20.265”. Select the desired resolution; for printing on fabric, around 180–200 PPI (pixels per inch) is fine.

4. Copy that portion and create a new document that is 8½” × 11” and the same PPI as your original photo.

Note: You must match the PPI for this process to work.

5. Paste the copied portion into your new document and save it using a naming convention that identifies what part of the image it is, for example, Trees_Upper-Left.

6. Repeat as needed to print all the sections.

2. Make sure the rulers are on.

3. Use the marquee tool to select a portion of the image that will fit on the page size you can print. For example, if you print 8½” × 11” pages, printing 8” × 10” portions will allow for seam allowances if you need to sew the pieces together.
Creating Backgrounds for Digital Layering

The techniques presented in this book are all about layering—physically and digitally. This chapter is about creating backgrounds that you photograph or scan to use as a digital layer (see Digital Layering and Blending, page 28). By photographing your own artistic creations as backgrounds and layering them with your original photographs, you’ll produce unique and individual results.

PAINTING

Painted fabrics and other surfaces are a good starting point for creating backgrounds. I paint most of my backgrounds, including new fabric, recycled fabric, already-painted fabric, interfacing, cheesecloth, scrim, Tyvek, paper, and more. Paint fabric, paper, or whatever else you have around for spontaneous paint textures—see what you get.

Experiment with painting on dry and wet fabric to see how paint flows differently on each.

When you paint on dry fabric, the paint tends to stay where you place it, creating clear lines.

When you paint on wet fabric, the paint runs and bleeds, creating interesting blends.

Painted fabrics
Paint Bubbles, Marks, and Textures

Paint in stages; allow the colors to dry in between stages, creating transparent overlapping patterns or bubbles of color. It’s a very textural way to paint and terrific for overlaying photos.

Great mixes and surprise results can happen when you clean your brushes and other paint tools on a piece of scrap fabric or paper towel. Place the brush down on a cloth and spray it with water to remove most of the paint from the brush before washing it. This prevents excess paints from going down the drain, possibly causing a clog in the pipes, and starts another pattern of color.

Create quick faux shibori by folding painted wet fabric. The paint seeps down from the folds and into the creases, creating the signature shibori lines.
Two-for-Ones, Print-Offs, and Double Prints

This is a terrific technique, especially if you have too much paint on your paper or fabric. Place another piece of paper or fabric on top of or underneath the painted one. This additional layer will absorb excess paint in unexpected ways. Try it with both damp and dry surfaces to see the difference.

Double printing with wet fabrics

Wrinkled damp silk organza pressed on painted inkjet paper to absorb excess paint

Dry China silk placed on top of a wet painted surface, brayed, and pulled off. Always a surprise!

Painting on Plastic

Always work and paint on plastic—nothing sticks! Insert a 20” × 30” foam core board inside a kitchen-size plastic garbage bag. Place your fabric on top of the bag and paint. When you are finished painting, take everything to the drying area. Slide out the foam core so you can reuse it, leaving the fabric on the plastic bag. As you reuse the bags, they will begin to look quite interesting and potentially suitable for a photo for digital layering, too. (See Making Your Own Grunge Textures, page 22.)
Other Painting Ideas

Painted interfacing

Painted cotton duck

Painted image printed on interfacing with photoshopped hue adjustments (page 9)

Monoprint on broadcloth

Painted rice paper
TECHNIQUES USING PAPER

Paper absorbs paint differently from fabric. Every kind of paper has its own absorptive characteristics. Experiment and explore different papers.

Paint bubbles on paper have wonderful edges to photograph.

Take paint bubbles one step further: torn and sewn 90-pound watercolor paper with one paint bubble.

Press paper onto a painted surface and pull it off.

Print-off (page 18) from painted wrinkled fabric

Canned web spray on inkjet paper with metallic paint print-off

Image of crumpled aluminum foil inkjet printed on paper and then painted

Combine printing and painting.
GRUNGE TEXTURES

Grunge textures are great for adding visual texture to a collage.

Taking Photographs

Another image-generating idea worth exploring for digital layering is grunge textures. They can be found everywhere and are so interesting. Old walls, a part of an old sign, peeling paint, rusty metal, old doors, walls—you name it.

Old paint

Old paint in black and white

Recycled journal page

Altered photo of crumpled trash
Making Your Own Grunge Textures
Create your own grunge textures and take pictures of them!

Crumpled aluminum foil
Painted plastic work surface
Plastic bag used to protect work surface when painting (see Painting on Plastic, page 18)

Photograph any number of items for a textural grunge image. Try crumpled papers, newsprint, old threads, or shredded paper.
Glue-Transfer Textures

One of my favorites techniques is a quick transfer method that creates a grunge or distressed image. I discovered this after I made a “mistake” during a traditional glue transfer. I was gluing down a small inkjet print that was supposed to dry before I rubbed off the paper backing. But I realized I had placed it in the wrong position, so I quickly lifted it off. This left a partial transfer, but it was perfect to photograph. You can use any paper glue or PVC glue, such as Elmer’s or Sobo, for this process. Gel medium also works well. Experiment!

Try a glue transfer on organza.

Another way to create a grunge texture is to glue a dry black-and-white inkjet print faceup onto a textured surface. Before the glue dries, wet the print slightly with a 1-to-1 mix of water and liquid/fluid medium (page 107). Rub gently, pressing the printed paper into the textured surface. Wetting the paper allows it to relax and be pressed into the texture; the texture underneath will show slightly through the paper.

Glued texture on sewn watercolor paper

Glue several papers for a multilayered grunge surface.

Wrinkled newspaper and inkjet print photographs were glued to cotton duck, which still shows on the left. The middle section includes loose threads, glass bead medium (page 90), and the start of painting. On the right the painting is finished with the addition of dry-brushed gold highlights.
CREATING IMAGES WITH A SCANNER OR COPIER

If you have items you don’t want to cut, alter, or damage, you can scan or copy them. A scanner is used to make electronic copies that can be uploaded to your computer, while a copier makes copies directly onto a substrate. Each has its advantages.

Scanning Vintage Items and Artwork

Vintage photographs, old letters, receipts, and artwork can be used without destroying them.

- **Old photo**
- **Chinese newspaper**
- **Aged photo copied in black and white and reversed**
- **Copied image printed on painted cotton**
- **Play with changing the size and scale when scanning your artwork, drawings, or mark making.**
Scanning Actual Items

Actual items can be scanned or photographed, too.

Feather and scanned copy

Mallard feather in a box. One of the things I love about playing with tools is exploring ideas. I had a clear box that came with a gift. I filled it with tissue, packing material, and a feather and then scanned it.

Several items can be placed on the scanner bed for an impromptu collage. This one was scanned, uploaded to the computer, and printed on canvas.

TIP
Scan a photo on a paper frame for imitation Polaroid effects.
COLLAGE: DIGITAL, TEMPORARY, AND MORE

Collages make wonderfully complex backgrounds for digital layering and are fun, too.

Create simple collages from a variety of materials such as magazines, your own inkjet-printed photos, newspaper, memorabilia, receipts, junk mail, fabric scraps, and whatever you happen to have.

Cut or tear the paper according to your own preference. Add colors, words, letters, symbols, and text; make torn-paper arches or circle shapes; or add just a tiny selection from a magazine or painted papers.

Simple torn printed paper and stitching can transform various collage elements.

Instead of using glue, sew papers together randomly—the sewing lines become a design element.

Copy of sewn collage

Copied sewn-paper collage printed on fabric

Copied sewn-paper collage printed on painted silk organza

Glued torn-paper collage for layering

Simple collage made with magazine pages, copied papers, inkjet printouts, old photographs, and found items
EXAMPLE
Whispers of the Positive—A Digital Collage

This collage was printed on silk organza and physically layered over a traditional hand-pulled print on a base of watercolor paper (hand pulling prints is a method of making one-of-a-kind prints using pressure, such as with a printing press, to push the inked surface onto a receptive damp paper). Additional elements of inkjet prints, cheesecloth, and cyanotype on cotton were added.

TIP
Instead of gluing a collage together, arrange elements into a temporary collage and photograph it. The advantage is that you’re not committing the materials in any permanent way and can use them again in another way.
There are countless ways to digitally layer and blend photographs. Try it out by selecting several photos and layering them using your photo-editing program. Each texture, color, image, or background that you layer will influence the others in unique and different ways. Read on for ways to play and experiment with digital layering.

**LAYERING**

Layering images is easily done in image-editing software and apps (see Editing Images, page 8). Each software program or app works slightly differently, but the general process is the same. Choose two images you want to place on top of each other, then copy and paste one image on the other. Remember to save your originals first!

**Layering Example 1**

Original image of grasses

Photo of painted fabric

Layered and blended image of grasses and painted fabric (see Using Blending Modes, page 32)
Layering Example 2

Another digital image

Digital image of handmade papers

Second digital image layered over same grasses as in Layering Example 1 (previous page)

Three digital images layered together and altered with pin-light blending mode (page 32)

Final layered image with increased contrast (page 8)
Layering Example 3

This foggy image worked up easily with just one additional layer.

Original image of tree

Tree image layered and blended over grunge surface of a wall with peeling paint (see Using Blending Modes, page 32)
Layering Example 4

Original image

Original image layered and blended with magazine collage (see Using Blending Modes, page 32)
USING BLENDING MODES

Blending modes allow layers to interact in a variety of ways—some subtle, some very dramatic. To use the blending modes in Photoshop or Photoshop Elements, click on Normal in the Layers panel to get a drop-down menu of blending modes, including multiply, screen, overlay, and so on. To view each blending mode, click on its name and watch the transformations. You must have at least two layers to use blending modes.

Original photo
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Crumpled—Creating a Photograph for a Wholecloth Quilt

Crumpled starts with a photo of a temporary grunge surface. The original image was edited in Photoshop and further enhanced with a Posterize filter (page 8). The resulting image was divided into five unequal sections and printed onto Belgian linen and quilted.

This original photo is similar to the one used for Crumpled and was created using crumpled magazine clippings on the floor.

Edited image

Crumpled, 44” × 15”

Detail of Crumpled
EXAMPLE

Bird in Arms—A Wholecloth Quilt

To print the image on my home inkjet printer, I digitally divided the edited image into three files and then stitched them together (see Dividing Images for Printing, page 15).

*Bird in Arms* started as a photo of my old studio floor.

*The photo was edited and enhanced.*

*Bird in Arms, 30" × 13"

*Detail of Bird in Arms*
EXAMPLE

First Light—A Segmented Quilt Using Several Layered Images

Starting with an arranged still life, I layered and blended several photos to create the final image. Each segment of the quilt was quilted and finished separately. Then I came up with the cutting layout to create an additional design element and as a nod to traditional quilt patterns. First Light is an example of my work that I’ve termed segmented quilts (page 118). These can be folded, like a book, for portability and shipping.

The original image is an arranged still-life photo of a statue and shells with a backdrop of painted interfacing.

The original image was layered with another image of a grouping of treetops taken through a window screen.

I merged or flattened the first layered images and added an image of a cropped photograph of rusted metal on an abandoned car. Increasing the saturation enhanced the image of the rusted metal.

After layering on the third image, I played with each blending mode until I found the one I liked best. I increased the contrast and heightened hue for the final image.

The resulting layered image, using the hard-light blending mode (page 32), needed more color.

First Light, 48” × 35”
PROCESS

Using a Journal Collage to Create a Layered Photograph for a Quilt

Collage from one of my journals

Textured gel collage of cheesecloth, tissue paper, and organza scraps

Journal collage (page 26) and textured gel collage (page 100) combined

Original tree photo

An image of a collage (not shown here) was merged and layered with the original tree photo (above) and then edited using the exclusion blending mode (see Using Blending Modes, page 32). The contrast was increased (page 8) for the finished image. Layering and blending photos influences the final photograph in creative, versatile, and often surprisingly satisfying ways. Experiment!
Pre-Coats for Digital Printing

SUBSTRATES
The substrate is what you print on. No matter if it is fabric, paper, or an alternative surface, it’s generally best to work with a substrate that has been specifically prepared for inkjet printing. You can prepare it yourself as described in this chapter or use commercially prepared-for-inkjet-printing fabrics that are ready to use. See Fabric as a Substrate (page 51).

While there is a wide assortment of inkjet-ready fabrics available, creating your own substrate allows you to start with something unique and opens the door to endless artistic possibilities.

Some substrates and processes also benefit from post-coating (page 107).

WHAT ARE PRE-COATS?
Pre-coats are fluid mediums that when applied to substrates, provide a better surface (or “tooth”) for the ink to print on. They also prevent ink from bleeding and add to the nonfading and water-resistant properties of the final print. With pre-coating, you get the finest detail and longest-lasting results; without pre-coating, many fabrics and papers will have a softer, matte look. Additionally, using pre-coats opens up the possibility of printing on a wide assortment of substrates: fabric, metal, mixed media, and acrylic mediums, creating tremendous freedom to investigate.

There are a variety of products available, and it is important to match the product to the substrate. Take into account the following:

- The effect you want
- Whether the substrate is absorbent/porous (such as fabric) or nonabsorbent/nonporous (such as plastic)
- Whether or not you want the substrate to show through
- Whether or not you want colors and/or iridescence

The most commonly available pre-coats are inkAID digital mediums (from inkaid.com). They are easily obtained and produce excellent results.

Paper and fabrics have an absorptive surface and can retain ink without a pre-coat. That said, you will get the best printing results with pretreated fabrics. The softest pre-coated fabrics are the commercially prepared ones, so if a soft hand or drape is important to you, refer to the commercially available pre-treated fabrics (see Fabric as a Substrate, page 51). Pre-coat mediums impart a stiffer hand to fabrics and lighter-weight papers—they are intended for printing images on artwork and not for washable projects.
TYPES OF PRE-COATS

When choosing your pre-coat, keep the following factors in mind: the substrate’s absorbency, thickness, and fragility. The exact number of applications of pre-coat you will need depends on the substrate. Experiment and see what works for you.

Pre-Coats for Porous Substrates

inkAID Clear Gloss, Clear Semi-Gloss, Translucent Gloss, and Clear Matte are clear pre-coats with different sheens for use on absorbent surfaces. These pre-coats allow the design, texture, and pattern of the substrate to show through.

inkAID White Matte Precoat is opaque on substrates. However, the underlying textures will show through, so white pre-coat is great to use on top of collages. It can be used on almost any substrate and provides a clear and vibrant result that retains image colors.

TIP You can add pattern lines or lightly texture this pre-coat if you like.

Another great use of a white matte pre-coat is to apply it over substrates that didn’t print as planned. This allows you to recycle and reprint precious collages and created surfaces.
Pre-Coats for Nonporous Substrates

inkAID Clear Gloss Type II is similar to the simple clear pre-coats but was developed for better adhesion on nonporous and nonabsorbent surfaces such as aluminum foil, duct tape, metal, acrylic, and plastic. For best results, use a minimum of two applications of these pre-coats. Apply each coat thinly and in perpendicular directions (at right angles).

TIP

For substrates that are especially resistant to bonding, try inkAID Adhesive Primer.

Note: inkAID’s Clear Gloss Type II can also be used on paper and fabrics.

inkAID Iridescent Precoats are available in Gold, Silver, Pearl, Red, Blue, Bronze, Ultra Lilac, and Green. They all contain iridescent pigments. Since they have an adhesive additive they can be used for smooth, nonporous surfaces such as metal, glass, and plastics as well as porous substrates such as paper, wood, textiles, and canvas.

inkAID Iridescents provide a glowing background and metallic-like finish for printing. You can create a sheen under the entire image or just use the product under selected areas. Depending on the coat used, the angle of viewing can change the image.

Do tests with many small samples to become familiar with the pre-coats and what they can do. inkAID offers several sample packs of its products just for this purpose.
APPLYING PRE-COATS

Choose a pre-coat that is compatible with your substrate. It’s recommended that you shake the pre-coat well before you use it. Then allow it to settle so any bubbles have a chance to disappear. I must confess that the bubbles don’t bother me and usually pop when applied with a brush. You can also stir the product gently but thoroughly.

The final color of your printed image will be affected by the color of the pre-coat used, the substrate itself, or a combination of both.

A darker or intensely colored pre-coat usually requires either a strong, high-contrast image or a black-and-white image for the best print.

**TIP**  Mix a small amount of iridescent pre-coat with clear for just a touch of color.

When applying a pre-coat, use a sponge brush for less texture and a bristle brush for more texture on the final print. Apply first in one direction and then repeat going in the perpendicular direction (at right angles). Move coated substrates to a nonstick surface to dry. This last step eliminates the thin sheeting of medium on the edges, left over from the application of the pre-coat.

**TIP**  When the pre-coat is thoroughly dry and you’re ready to print, press the substrate flat under a large board for 8–16 hours. Or press flat using a warm iron protected with parchment or silicone release paper. If the substrate doesn’t flatten completely, roll it in a loose cylinder in the opposite direction of any curve.

**Note:** Never use a hot iron with any mediums, acrylics, or pre-coats.
Printing on Fabric Using a Pre-Coat

Original image of tree digitally layered (page 28) over magazine clipping of face.

Fabric painted with two colors of pre-coats and then ironed onto paper-backed fusible web, which served as a carrier sheet to go through printer (see Carrier Sheets, page 46).

The final image was divided into segments using a photo-editing program (see Dividing Images for Printing, page 15). The pre-coated substrate was cut into pieces to match the size of those segments.

Cut fabric sheets ready to print.

Printed segments ready for backing.

The paper backing was peeled off and the fabric was ironed onto a backing. The piece is ready to quilt.

TIP: Anytime you use paint, mediums, or pre-coats, pop your brush in a zip-type bag to keep it from drying out if you are interrupted or need to take a break. It saves medium, brushes, and time.
CREATIVE IDEAS USING PRE-COATS

Bronze pre-coat on cheesecloth. For a unique surface treatment, accent the ridges of a textured substrate with a colored pre-coat.

TIP
- Blot excess pre-coat with a paper towel for a textured application.
- If you’ve applied too much pre-coat on a substrate, do a pre-coat monoprint or print-off (page 18) onto another substrate.

You can also mix the pre-coats to create new colors.

PROCESS

Adding a Bronze Highlight with a Pre-Coat

Original photo

Original photo converted to black and white

Original digitally printed fabric

Bronze highlight added to fabric using pre-coat

Final printed image

Photos by Wen Redmond
BLACK AND WHITE

Using black or darker-colored substrates lends an air of mystery to a printed image. The areas that have white pre-coat applied will be the only areas to show in the printed image.

If you don’t have white pre-coat, paint a black surface with white paint. Or you can paint black edges onto a white surface. When the paint is dry, apply a clear pre-coat.

Feather the edges of the white pre-coat for an organic edging result.

Black substrate with white pre-coat printed

On the left, a white pre-coat was applied to black decorative art paper with embedded gold threads. After printing, note the white pre-coat’s organic edges on the right.

Black raw silk with manipulated white pre-coat and printed image

TIP

Try applying white pre-coat by sponging, by using a palette knife, by bubble-wrap stamping, or through a stencil. Experiment with texture!
EXAMPLE

Forgotten—Using a Pre-Coat to Highlight a Photo

This example uses a piece of a recycled brown paper bag for the substrate. It was painted with black and white gesso. Clear pre-coat was used on the black areas and white pre-coat on the white areas. The whitest areas in the center are the gesso, while the lighter white (gray) areas are white from the pre-coat. Pearl was randomly applied in the center and on the edges.

PROCESS

A Sticky-Note Collage

This unique way of using sticky notes creates a striking print.

Torn pieces of black sticky notes were used to create the collage base; a white pre-coat was applied. A strong image creates a striking result in the finished print.
Digital Printing

PRINTERS

Inkjet printing can be simple, quick, and permanent. The key is combining the best inkjet ink with substrates that are prepared for printing (see Pre-Coats for Digital Printing, page 37, and Commercially Prepared Inkjet Fabrics, page 51). The examples presented in this book were printed using an Epson Stylus Photo printer with DURABrite and UltraChrome inks, which are pigment inks. These inks are archival, water resistant, fade resistant, and guaranteed to last 200 years.

Basic office utility printers can also be used, and they are generally very reasonably priced. However, the most successful prints on fabric and most substrates are made using color photo printers.

Printers that use dye-based ink are not the best choice for alternative substrates, as they require steam for setting. Laser printers use heat and can ruin experimental substrates. Don’t even try using a laser printer for these projects!

CARRIER SHEETS

Some substrates (page 65), such as thinner papers and fabrics, need carrier sheets to bring them through the printer. The main factors to note are the substrate’s absorbency, thickness, and fragility. There are many kinds of carrier sheets. These include plain printer paper, heavy-duty paper, card stock, freezer paper, plastic stencil film, old transparencies, interfacing, paper-backed fusible web, watercolor paper, and even thin flexible plastic chopping boards.

Some substrates, such as commercial inkjet-ready fabrics prepared on paper and some painted fabric, don’t need carrier sheets. For example, broadcloth painted with acrylic paints is stiff enough to be printed without using a carrier sheet.

TIP

I often use recycled inkjet prints or even junk mail for carrier sheets. This saves paper, resources, and money, and doesn’t load up the landfills.

No matter what carrier sheet and substrate you use, always trim any loose threads, as they can get caught in the printer mechanisms.

There are a number of ways to attach a substrate to the carrier sheet: Scotch tape, double-stick tape, masking tape, temporary spray adhesive, glue stick, permanent adhesive, or acrylic mediums such as gel medium. Use spray adhesive only in well-ventilated rooms. Double-stick carpet tape is a good choice for larger or heavy substrates. Never use blue painter’s tape—it is designed to come up easily and can jam inside your printer.

Paper

Plain paper can be used as a carrier sheet with the substrate taped to it on the leading edge, that is, the edge that will go through the printer first. Using tape on the front of the substrate will leave blank places on the final print where the tape has been placed. Plan your print to avoid the taped areas to prevent this.

Lightweight interfacing is taped on the top edge of plain printer paper and printed using Microsoft Word. Note the measurement lines for positioning (page 53).
**Fusibles**
Using paper-backed fusible web makes printing a breeze because the paper backing works as the carrier sheet. Iron the substrate onto the fusible web and print. Allow the ink to dry, peel, and iron the web to your project. Save the fusible paper backing—it can be used again as a carrier sheet and can also be used on top of substrates for protection when ironing.

**Remember:** *Never let your iron touch the fusible surface.*

**Plastic Sheets**
Plastic page protectors, old recycled inkjet transparencies, plastic cutting boards, and 4- or 5-mil painter’s plastic work well as carrier sheets for heavier-weight substrates. Simply paint gel medium on the plastic and press your substrate on top. Roll flat with a brayer, dry, and print. Then peel off the substrate when dry.

Pre-coats (page 40) also work as an adhesive on plastic carrier sheets. They will temporarily glue transparent, sheer, or thin substrates long enough to pass though the printer.

When using plastic sheet protectors, it may help to place a piece of paper inside so the printer sees it. The side tab with holes can be taped to the back so the page fits into the printer.

If you have a source for old recycled X-rays, they also work great with gel medium or pre-coats as the adherent. Dry, print, and peel. You can also use stencil film or acetate sheets if you have them.

A piece of medium- to heavyweight plastic drop cloth can be used, depending on the substrate. This is especially handy for printing dried gel medium substrates. Tape the back of the entering edges for the printer to grip. If you have trouble with the printer feeding, add a piece of recycled inkjet paper to the back.

**Freezer Paper**
Freezer paper is an easy, functional carrier sheet and works well with delicate substrates. Sheets of freezer paper are slightly easier to use than rolls, as there is no curl and they are slightly firmer. Place the substrate on the shiny side of the freezer paper and iron. Be sure to iron well at the corners that go into the printer first.

You should be able to reuse the freezer paper several times before it loses the ability to stick.

**Tip**
Palette paper (from art supply stores) has a slick surface similar to that of freezer paper and makes a great carrier sheet, too.
PRINTING SOFTWARE

There are many different programs you can print with, including Adobe Photoshop or Photoshop Elements and other image-editing software, Mac OS Preview, and even Microsoft Word.

Each program offers slightly different approaches to printing. Spend some time experimenting with all the features of the program you’re going to use. If there is something you can’t figure out, try an Internet search on the program and the problem.

Getting to Know Your Printer

When you are ready to print, open the chosen image in your selected software.

When you select Print, a window may pop up asking you to choose the printer you want to use. Next, you can change the size of the printout, the area that prints, and the orientation of the image. Choose the scale-to-fit option to cover the entire substrate without borders. Some printers allow the creation of custom sizes. Printers often allow you to select the amount of ink used—this is usually controlled by the print/paper/media setting. Explore your printer and manual, hit Print, and experiment to see what works best.

TESTING PRINTER SETTINGS FOR PRINTING SUCCESS

Between your printer and your software, you have a number of media settings. Because you are working with nontraditional media or substrates, you will need to experiment to find which print/paper/media setting works best for the different substrates you create. You also have the option to let your image-editing software control the color management or to let the printer control it.

There is no one correct answer, so it’s important to test your printer and your software to see what options work best for you. Note: Each substrate will need its own setting. When experimenting with different substrates, keep a record of which settings work best for your printer. For example, I almost always use the paper setting. But I have found that a matte or enhanced matte setting works better for fabrics. There are several ways to check your settings. Try these four methods to find the right combination of substrate and setting.

TIP
Because fabric is absorbent, you may need to routinely increase the hue and/or saturation settings of the image to about +20 before you print on fabric.

Method 1
Print 4” × 6” images of the same photograph, with the same media settings, on different substrates. Do this as many times as needed to find the right combination of substrate and setting.

Sepia on duck
Black and white on broadcloth
Silk
Broadcloth using color
Black and white on canvas
Method 1a
Speed up the process by printing one photo on two substrates at the same time. Printing with more than one substrate at a time gives quick feedback on which substrate would work best with your photograph.

Positioning
After spending time creating a unique substrate, you need to plan exactly where your image will be printed on it.

The first step is to understand whether the printer starts printing at the top or the bottom of the page and whether it will print on the top or bottom of the substrate. You may need to change which way you insert the substrate into the printer. This knowledge is essential for making sure your images print where you want them to.

Print a test for placement by printing your image on plain or recycled paper. Make the paper the same size as the substrate or the carrier sheet (page 46) to see exactly where the image(s) will land when printed. Use the printer’s light or draft setting to save ink.

Use the test print to determine how to load your substrate into the printer or where to place it on the carrier sheet. If you want to print so that the ink goes all the way out past the edges of the substrate so there is no white frame around the printed image (sometimes called a “full bleed”), be sure the substrate is within the test print area when you attach it to the carrier sheet.

Method 2
Make a test sheet of several different photographs with several different papers or substrates on it.

Method 3
Use one substrate and several different photographs to see which photograph looks best printed on the substrate.

TIP
When you’re ready to quilt or stitch your project, try out your quilting thread colors on the samples you made to test the media settings!
Feeding Tricky Substrates through Your Printer

**Thick Substrates**

In general, most printers will have little trouble with most of the techniques and substrates covered in this book. But before you print, make sure the thickness of the substrate will pass through your printer; it probably needs to be thinner than a dime. Read the manual to find out what thickness the printer allows, and be sure your substrate is thinner than that. You don’t need very thick layers to achieve textured results. Also, some printers can be adjusted for different heights. If your printer has an envelope setting, try it to see if it helps with thicker substrates.

**Height-Check Bars**

If you plan to use thicker substrates, make yourself a set of height-check bars. Use two flat bars, metal or wooden slats, or rulers. Place something between the bars that is the maximum thickness the printer accepts. (I use a penny thickness for one printer and a dime thickness for another.)

Tape the bars together with a spacer between them at each end. Insert your substrate between the bars for a trial run to see if it will go through the printer without scraping. If the substrate doesn’t fit between the bars, it’s too thick.

If the substrate is too high in just a few places, try lightly sanding those areas or pressing them with an iron on low. Use a sheet of parchment paper on both sides of the substrate to protect it, the iron, and the ironing board.

**Slippery Substrates**

If the substrate isn’t feeding into your printer evenly, try using a piece of masking tape on the edge of the substrate that goes into the printer first. Place the tape at the edge so that half of the tape is on the front side of the substrate and half is wrapped over the edge to the back side. Remember to plan the placement of the print in order to avoid a portion of your image being printed on the tape. Another option to try is to tape only the back of the leading and top edges.
You can digitally print on almost any type of fabric. Using commercially prepared-for-inkjet-printing fabrics is fast and easy, but the selection is somewhat limited and it’s a little expensive. Preparing and using your own fabric opens up myriad possibilities but can be more work. You don’t have to go one way or the other; use whatever makes sense for the project at hand.

COMMERCIALY PREPARED INKJET FABRICS
Commercially prepared inkjet-ready fabrics are a huge time-saver. They come prepared (you don’t need to use a pre-coat) and already bonded to a carrier sheet (page 46), ready to feed into your printer. And there is quite a collection of fabrics to try.

Printed commercial cotton duck—the image is clear and bright
Printed commercial Fuji silk—luscious
Printed commercial glossy Epson canvas

Most suppliers offer natural and synthetic fabrics with a choice of washable or nonwashable pre-coats.
There are a number of companies that sell prepared fabrics. ProCoat and FabriSign are inkjet-ready fabrics by Jacquard Inkjet Fabric Systems (inkjetfabrics.com/products/fabric). The fabrics range from sturdy canvas to delicate silk.

Fabrics coated with ProCoat must be steamed or heated as a post process for the ink to be permanent and washable. The printer ink needs to be reactive or an acid textile dye in order to react with ProCoat fabrics.

Fabrics coated with FabriSign are not washable and require no post processing. The combination of the water-resistant FabriSign pre-coat and the water-resistant UltraChrome HDR ink make the finished printed fabric virtually permanent.

My artwork is not meant to be washed, and throughout the book I’ve used fabrics with FabriSign pre-coat. Whatever fabrics you use, if you want to wash your work, print a sample and test the thoroughly dry, printed fabric with a gentle hand washing before using it in your project.

Another advantage of using FabriSign pre-coated fabrics is that you can overpaint the printed cloth without fear of ruining the printed image. I often go back to printed cloth with water-based paints of all kinds to add or emphasize color. I also use liquid/fluid mediums on the surface of my fiber images with no problem.

In this image, the fusion of a tree and beach sand was accomplished by printing twice—one using each image—on commercially prepared inkjet-ready broadcloth.
NON-COMMERCIALLY PREPARED FABRICS

There are a number of ways to prepare your own fabrics for printing.

Preparing Your Own Fabrics
The advantage of printing on your own non-commercially prepared inkjet-ready fabrics is that you can use your plain, dyed, or painted fabric stash. You can experiment with slightly textured fabrics, sheers, old linens, and even dryer sheets. (See Pre-Coats for Digital Printing, page 37.)

This layered image is created by printing fabric twice, with two different images; the substrate is noncommercial silk noil (raw silk) with no pre-coat. One image was of painted cheesecloth.

Many fabrics can absorb inkjet inks without a pre-coat. But using a pre-coat will help secure the ink on the surface; otherwise you risk having the ink bleed. This is especially true on slick or slippery fabrics. Always test!

Pre-coats can change the hand of the fabric. Experiment with the fabric you plan to use to see what will work best.

Printing on Stabilizer and Interfacing
Cutaway stabilizer and interfacing are some of my favorite substrates.

Printed nonwoven stabilizer

You can easily print on plain medium- to heavyweight white interfacing. It’s versatile and doesn’t have to have a pre-coat (page 38) or carrier sheet (page 46) to go through a printer. It can be painted and readily accepts transfers (page 53).

Note: Stabilizers and other interfacing have a barely discernable fuzzy texture, which generally results in a soft matte finish when printed.

Stiff interfacing with pre-coat, no carrier sheet necessary

Another interesting interfacing product to print on is fusible interfacing. It readily irons onto a freezer-paper carrier sheet, peels off easily after printing, and can be fused to projects immediately.
UNDERPAINTING

Painting your substrate before printing can change the printed images in much the same way as colored pre-coats do (page 38). This is certainly worth experimenting with on a sample or two.

Paint pieces of fabric or interfacing ahead of time in order to have a dried selection ready for printing when the muse strikes. Be spontaneous when painting; it really doesn’t matter what your painting looks like, as it is going to be under the image, but keep the colors in lighter or medium hues for that reason.

PROCESS

Painted and Printed Interfacing

Since the image chosen for this example is delicate, I was concerned that strong colors on the interfacing substrate might overwhelm the photograph. Flipping the interfacing over to the reverse side revealed beautiful subtle coloring—perfect to print on! When you paint fabrics, the paint generally stays on the surface. But with stabilizer, interfacings, and some sheer fabrics, the paint often sinks through the surface to the bottom of the substrate that is resting on plastic. This frequently creates wonderful delicate paint textures on the reverse.
OVERPAINTING

Painting on top of a printed image after it has dried allows you to accent or deepen colors that are already printed. You can also add different colors or paint colors onto black-and-white prints.

Note: Additional painting on paper-backed commercial inkjet-ready fabrics should be done after removing the paper backing, as sometimes it is impossible to peel off the backing later.
PRINTING ON SHEER FABRICS

Sheers, cheesecloth, gauze, and scrims are wonderful fabrics to print on. Their transparency adds depth to any project.

Double prints can happen with open-weave fabrics because the ink will go through the sheer fabric, printing a ghost image onto the layer below.

Treating organza with pre-coats (page 37) reduces the transparency compared to commercially prepared fabric, so I always use the commercially prepared version of this cloth.

I love the transparency of silk organza!

Ghost image on linen that was taped to scrim, treated with clear pre-coat

Loose-weave gauze was given a light pre-coat; the carrier sheet is fusible interfacing.

See more about using sheer fabrics in The Magic of Overlays (page 82).
PRINTING ON LUTRADUR

Lutradur (from C&T Publishing) is a thin, fibrous synthetic material made from nonwoven spun polyester. It is similar to interfacing, doesn’t ravel, and takes paint well. It comes in several weights. Lutradur needs a pre-coat for a successful print—use clear, white matte, or any pre-coat designed for nonporous surfaces (page 39).

Lightweight Lutradur printed using a freezer-paper carrier sheet creates a luscious translucent image.

Heavyweight Lutradur is firm enough to be printed on without a carrier sheet.

A dryer sheet has a weblike construction similar to Lutradur but is very flimsy and always needs a carrier sheet to go through a printer.

A recycled dryer sheet on a freezer-paper carrier sheet gives the print a unique texture.
USING RECYCLED LINENS

Great fabric finds are available at thrift stores and yard sales.

Image on an old piece of patched linen. Pre-coats do change the hand of the fabric, but that can be an advantage. This prepared linen was stiff enough to pass through the printer without a carrier sheet.

This tea-stained linen was printed without a pre-coat to preserve the delicate color.

EXAMPLE

Return to Our Senses—A Silk Organza Collage

When I first started printing on organza, I was fascinated by its transparent qualities. This led to a series of mixed-media works using organza, holographic images (page 120), layers on collages, and much more. It has to be my all-time favorite fabric.

Return to Our Senses is an example of a collage using silk organza. Light penetrates these collages in a reflective manner. The see-through quality of transparent art-making allows the collage to be surface designed or collaged from both sides. Instead of opaque batting, I used white silk organza with Thermofax printed images of Asian characters.

Return to Our Senses, 24” × 24”
After my trip to China, I wanted to make a memento of that wonderful visit. I used several of my photos to complete this work. Instead of opaque batting, I used silk organza with Thermofax printed images of Asian characters.

Printed silk organza was free pieced with dyed silk organza borders.

The inside silk with Thermofax details lent another visual layer to the finished piece.
I frequently go for walks in the woods near my home, especially in the winter when I can capture the outlines of trees against the snow. This quilt layers two such images with an image of painted paper. The final digital image was divided into smaller sections for printing (see Dividing Images for Printing, page 15).

An image of painted paper was used for the digital background layer (page 66).

The images were digitally layered and blended (page 28).
A different original photo was chosen for the second layer.

The second photo was digitally altered before layering.

The top-layer image was digitally resized to make it smaller than the other. This creates a border when it's layered in Photoshop.

Trees Singing, 36” × 48”

Detail of Trees Singing

**NOTE**

Have you ever taken the time for a walk though the forest, to see between your thoughts? In that space between the raucous, pressing thoughts of your mind, you can sometimes, if you listen very carefully, hear the trees singing.
Wandering and pondering during a workshop I was taking, I found a discarded twig construction. I took photographs and waited to see what form inspiration would take. Layering photographs with my painted cloth is a way of “painting” the actual photograph, creating a unique and personal result. The finished image was printed on digitally prepared canvas, broadcloth, and silk noil with painted edges.

The original photo was digitally layered and edited (page 28).

Using Photoshop, a black-and-white version was added to one side.

A third image was added by duplicating, changing hue, and mirroring (flipping) the original image.
My work centers on a variety of digital processes and it generates a lot of scraps. Trash otherwise destined for the landfill can be recycled and reconfigured. Create a new surface to print on by constructing a collage of leftover scraps of inkjet-ready fabrics to create a single substrate. Fit the scraps together onto a sheet of paper-backed fusible web, placing the fabrics side by side, touching, similar to a puzzle. Fuse; then cut the piece to the size you need. Each fabric absorbs the ink differently, creating a unique variegated printed result.

Collaged scraps of inkjet-ready fabric used in the project Leaving Home (page 64)

Inkjet-ready fabrics can also be sewn to a substrate for printing.

This example includes several different fabrics with different pre-coats.

Strips of inkjet-ready fabric (silk organza, canvas, cotton sateen, and broadcloth) were ironed onto freezer paper and printed and are ready to use in a collage.
EXAMPLE

Leaving Home—Using Inkjet-Ready Scraps

This piece uses a collage of inkjet-ready scraps (page 63).

EXAMPLE

Soar Frost—A Divided, Layered Work

The original photograph used for Soar Frost was taken in that brief span of time when crystalline frost lies on fallen leaves just before the winter. It lasts only until the rising sun warms it, and then it vanishes.
Printing on paper provides another tactile texture for digital artwork that you can use in art quilts, too. There are many papers that you can print on—some papers need to be prepared for inkjet printing (see Pre-Coats for Digital Printing, page 37), and some are fine without.

**TIP** Coating papers with liquid or gel medium makes them more durable for sewing.

**TYPES OF PAPER**

You can use any number of high-quality fine-art papers, rag papers, watercolor papers, or archival papers. Or use simple inkjet prints, found papers, craft papers, tissue papers, old book pages, scanned documents, text, or old letters. My emphasis, and preferred method of working, is to experiment and try interesting papers for unique, original, and personal results. Almost any paper will work for printing a photograph on—plain, painted, or collaged.

Experiment, explore, and make test samples to see what works for you.
UNDERPAINTING

An easy way to change your paper is to create simple paintings on it. Try not to get the paper too wet with paint, as some papers will tear. If this happens, blot gently with a paper towel or cloth, or lay down another piece of paper and pull up for a print-off (page 18).

Using printed and unprinted recycled book pages is fun and creates interesting work.

This printed book page was sponged with gesso.

The left side of a book page was sponged with gesso and the right side was taken a step further with a light wash.

This page has a bloom painted with slightly diluted paints.

You can refer to your images as you paint a substrate, considering their colors, values, and shapes, but this is not essential.

Rice paper readily absorbs inkjet ink.

Painted rice paper is quite lovely. Painting highlights the texture.

This hand-pulled print, used as an underprint, was made at a traditional printmaking workshop. The area where the hand-pulled print is located was treated with pearl and clear pre-coats.

Hand-pulled print

Original photo

The print is just visible through the photograph; it was printed on a lighter-weight printing paper for hand-pulled prints.

Note: Printing paper is heavier than drawing paper, as it needs to be durable enough to be moistened during the printing process.
OVERPAINTING

Overpainting is painting over a digital print. You can improve the colors of the image or add new color to prints.

The following four samples show the same photo printed and overpainted on different surfaces and paintings.

Original photo printed on unpainted watercolor paper
Printed on painted interfacing substrate
Printed on painted watercolor paper, allowing the paint outside the photo to be part of the finished result
Printed on wrinkled and painted inkjet paper. The paint soaks into the cracked areas.

Overpainted digital fiber collages
ART PAPERS

There are so many wonderful kinds of art papers. It’s worth exploring an art store that carries them or doing a search online. Most are absorbent and will print well without a pre-coat.

Art papers are ready-made prepared surfaces to explore.

Some papers benefit from a pre-coat (page 37). In the example here, no pre-coat was used on the first image. A pre-coat was applied on the second, rendering a much clearer result. Always test!

Yasutomo Japanese sketch paper, with no pre-coat
Yasutomo Japanese sketch paper, with pre-coat (see inkAID, page 37)

This printed image of chains is very strong and blocks much of the texture of the rice paper it’s printed on. I could choose to paint over it or apply a white inkAID coat, then print again. I could use the reverse side, too. Or I could use the reverse side where the image is slightly fainter and the texture of the rice paper shows through more.

Digital image of chains
Reverse side of printed rice paper
Chains printed on rice paper
Printed kozo paper makes great collage material, as it is noted for its semi-transparency. This is especially apparent after the paper is glued to a painted surface with gel medium.

This art paper has embedded gold threads and fibers yet remains fairly transparent. It might make a good collage paper. Note how it tears nicely to create terrific organic edges.

A nonporous pre-coat is needed over the metallic section of joss paper.

Use cleanup paper towels for printing. A quick application of pre-coat, left on a brush from another project, was used on these towels.

Printed joss paper. A pre-coat was applied lightly and quickly so as not to lift off the metallic area. This slight distressing can be interesting.

Printed joss paper was cut and glued slightly off-center to a painted interfacing, allowing some of the interfacing to show.

Cleanup towels

Assorted joss papers are a lovely substrate.
The following example is one where no pre-coat was needed. However, I had a brush filled with pre-coat at the time, so I randomly skimmed the top of the wrinkles with leftover white and bronze pre-coat.

A wonderful wrinkled handmade paper with pre-coat, before printing. This paper has a lovely texture, but it was too high for my printer. The higher wrinkles were flattened with a warm iron.
TISSUE PAPER

Tissue paper is a fantastic layering substrate. You can get artist tissue paper at art stores, but you can also recycle it from packages, presents, and shopping purchases. It needs a carrier sheet for printing. Tape it onto paper or use freezer paper. Try ironing tissue paper to paper-backed fusible web and then just iron the printed web to your project!

TIP
Apply the printed tissue to your project with gel medium. Apply the gel medium to the receiving surface, not the tissue paper, to prevent unwanted tearing.

MORE IDEAS

• Making a smaller version of a larger project saves a lot of time!

• Make your own art paper by applying a thin layer of gel medium to watercolor paper and adding metallic threads. Clear pre-coat was used here.

• Use recycled wallpaper samples to create a textured photograph. Painting or applying a pre-coat can block out or unify the design, allowing just the texture to show.

Study for composition printed on painted card stock

Mimic art paper

This tissue paper was taped on all sides before printing.
Create torn-paper windows using two printed photographs for an out-of-the-ordinary result. Exchange a section of one photograph, torn or cut, with one from the second photo. This can be done with fabric substrates, too.

Print two photos

Remove a section of one photo and replace it with a piece from the second photo.

Another idea: Cut a silhouette shape as the exchange section.

Finished and ready to mount
PROCESS

Sewn Watercolor Paper

Sew a photograph together. Print the photograph on heavy paper that can withstand the needle punctures made during the sewing process. This example uses 90-pound cold press watercolor paper with a black-and-white image. You can paint the entire photo or just sections. Dividing and printing your photograph in sections to sew it together allows for a larger picture (see Dividing Images for Printing, page 15).

Print on watercolor paper

The paper was torn into sections.

Printed and torn watercolor paper. Some sections were painted and hand sewn back together.

Detail
This serendipitous (and eco-friendly) technique allows you to use bits and pieces of previous paper experiments, recycled scrap mail, journal pages or letters, torn black-and-white printouts, or just about anything. Use gel medium to attach scraps to a surface for a unique printing result.

Selected paper scraps include torn newspaper, book pages, magazines, and junk mail. You can also use leftover inkjet prints.

Painted interfacing is the underlying substrate. A thin layer of gel medium was spread on the painted interfacing as the adhesive. The torn papers were randomly placed, covered with plastic, and rolled with a brayer to secure them in place.

The plastic was carefully peeled off and the piece was allowed to dry. The dried collage was coated with diluted white gesso, about ½ water to ½ gesso. This muted the colors and united the collage pieces. Most of the diluted gesso was wiped off using a paper towel.

After the base was completely dry, an image was printed over the prepared collage.

TIP: Diluting paint or gesso will show more of a printed image.
Once you get the hang of this, try different substrates. Ideas abound!

Recycled collage substrate made using thin fabric scraps, paper, and gel medium

Glued fabrics and threads on fabrics

Fabric substrate with glued papers
I’m always exploring and asking, “What if...?” This opened tea box was destined for the recycling bin when I thought, “What if I could print this? What would it look like? Could I reassemble it afterward?” The front had a glossy surface that might reject paint or pre-coat, so I painted the interior with gesso and then applied white matte pre-coat. This was taped to a recycled carrier sheet made from a purchased shirt. I set the printer to legal pad size for a full-bleed print.

**EXAMPLE**

**Tea Box**

The original image was printed on rice paper. Notice how the crinkled texture adds depth and mystery.

**EXAMPLE**

**Fog—An Image Printed on Rice Paper**

*Original image of fog and tree*

*Fog, 12” × 16”*

Photos by Wen Redmond
Nonporous substrates deserve their own chapter because they can add dramatically different effects to your work and need special treatment. Pre-coats (page 38) designed for nonporous surfaces enable you to use a variety of nonabsorbent metallic, plastic, and man-made materials, such as Tyvek, as substrates.

**TYPES OF NONPOROUS SURFACES**

Metallic surfaces used for printing have a wonderful glow and can be achieved using flexible tapes such as duct tape, flashing tape, or foil tape. Explore your local hardware store! Aluminum foil, shiny tea bag package liners, joss papers, and sequin waste are more metallic surfaces that can fit through your printer.

Other possibilities: Tyvek; thin plastics; assorted tape; and linings from tea, coffee, and other product packaging.

**PRINTING ON NONPOROUS SUBSTRATES**

All nonporous substrates need to be treated with a nonporous or iridescent pre-coat. These pre-coats are slightly adhesive and work well for printing slick surfaces. If the substrate curls after you apply the pre-coat, wait until it is dry and then press it under a large board or stack of books for a few hours. You can also press it with a warm iron using parchment or silicone release paper. If the substrate does not flatten completely, roll it in the opposite direction, in a loose cylinder, for a few minutes just before printing.

Note that when you are printing on tape, the carrier sheet will become a permanent part of your substrate if you apply the tape directly to the carrier.

Nonporous surfaces are slick, so if you don’t like what you printed, wipe the surface immediately with a baby wipe to remove the ink before it dries. Recoat with a pre-coat designed for nonporous surfaces, let dry, and print again.
PROCESS

Creating a Grunge Surface

I used this wipe-away feature to create a grunge surface for the following work of flashing tape on Tyvek with a small collage piece of sequin waste.

Flashing tape with bronze pre-coat

The flashing tape surface was distressed after printing by removing some of the pre-coat and ink with a hand wipe.

Circles were etched into the flashing from the back.

Front view of etched circles
Added sequin waste repeats the circle motif.

Reapplied nonporous inkAID, dried and printed

Detail
EXPERIMENTING WITH VARIOUS SURFACES

Experimenting on various surfaces can be fun and exciting.

Recycled vitamin wrapper collage before printing

Create the appearance of joss paper by gluing recycled shiny tea bag liners to a substrate.

Tea bag liner

A nonporous pre-coat was used over the leaf area, while a bronze and clear pre-coat was used on the rest of the substrate. This created a streaked effect due to the pre-coat resisted areas. The image of a nest on a background of wood seems to work well with the leaves. This process will preserve the leaves nicely.

Printed tea bag liner collage

A sheet of clear labels printed with four images that can be peeled off and pressed onto any project. Note that the label at the bottom left was peeled partially and adhered to painted paper.

Found leaves on card stock. The printed image will be trimmed away from rest of sheet.
The Only Way Out Is In—An Overpainted, Foiled Collage

An original photo was converted to black and white.

... so I overpainted it with black and white and removed the ink from the tea bag liners to return their shine.

The first substrate was painted with greens and blues. Four shiny interiors from recycled tea bags were centered on the top.

I didn’t like this first print ...

The Only Way Out Is In, 12” × 12”
Overlays are a quick and easy way to add depth and interest to any printed substrate and to create a collage. Overlays are usually transparent or translucent and are made of materials such as scrim, gauze, vellum, tissue paper, cheesecloth, organza, old patterns, lace, silk organza, and translucent papers. They needn’t be complicated to be effective. They can be plain, painted, or printed.

Some papers and fabrics such as tissue paper, newspaper, and China silk become more transparent when applied using liquid/fluid medium. Experiment and see what you get.

Openings—an inkjet print with overlays of dyed silk organza

Fiber cyanotype collage with painted textural cheesecloth overlay

See more about sheer fabrics in Printing on Sheer Fabrics (page 56).
SIMPLE OVERLAYS

- Wax paper
- Tissue paper
- Painted garment-pattern tissue paper
- Medium lift (page 95) on silk organza
HOW AN OVERLAY CHANGES AN IMAGE

Six different overlays change a single black-and-white photograph.
TIP  
Try covering the collage or image with tissue paper for a dreamy, otherworldly appearance: Coat the substrate with gel medium and press tissue paper gently into its crevices with a brush. The tissue may tear or wrinkle, which provides interesting texture.
PROCESS
Building a Collage with Overlays

Gathering materials

Deciding on size and placement

Composing and adding overlays of silk organza prints, cheesecloth, and resist-printed organza

Applying gel medium to inkjet print base for bonding

Adding another overlay of cheesecloth and thread

Finished collage, quilted and dry brushed with silver paint
EXAMPLE

Into the Silence—A Printed Piece with Multiple Overlays

This piece was created by digitally layering several photographs and then printing the final image onto treated cotton duck. The center sections were layered with multiple overlays of fiber photos of leaves on silk organza.

The sliced layer reveals the layer underneath.

Drawing lines were added with paint and stitching.

Into the Silence, 41” × 31”
EXAMPLE

Seeing through the Fog—Pieced and Layered

This tree has measured my life and my children’s growth, much like marks on a doorjamb. The repetition of the tree three times represents my three children.

*Seeing through the Fog, 35” × 25”*

Detail of *Seeing through the Fog*, showing sliced organza and appliqué
EXAMPLE

**Trees Seen, Forest Remembered—Pieced with Free-Hanging Overlays**

This quilt was constructed with interfacing, prints on fiber, painted fabrics, and Thermofax screen prints with free-hanging printed silk organza photo overlays.

**EXAMPLE**

**Any Given Moment—Paper and Fiber with Overlays**

This work is a paper and inkjet-printed fiber collage with overlays of painted plastic and silk organza that has text written on it.
Using Acrylic Mediums

Mediums are fun to learn about and even more fun to use. Liquid and gel mediums can be used for gluing, as protective coatings, to add transparent overlays, to extend paints, to create medium lifts (page 94) and skins (page 98), and to create papers and other experimental substrates to print on.

Some mediums are clear; some are opaque. They can be mixed with acrylic colors or other mediums. A group of specialty mediums contain small particles, such as glass beads, mica bits, lava, and more. Some will look different on white substrates than on painted or dark substrates. Mediums can even be used as resists.

You can sew substrates that have thin layers of mediums, but note that removing stitches may leave holes, similar to sewing on paper. Substrates with mediums may be ironed on a low or wool setting, either on the wrong side or covered with parchment paper or silicone release paper.

Test mediums on a surface similar to the one that you’ll use in your project. Apply with brushes, palette knives, plastic cards—whatever you have on hand. Different tools produce different effects and textures depending on the thickness of the medium. All the mediums covered in this chapter are washable with soap and water. Do not allow a medium to dry on your tools; it will make them unusable.

TIP
Cover the tops of your medium jars with thin plastic before screwing on the lids. This prevents the medium from gluing the jars shut and helps keep it moist.

SPECIALTY MEDIUMS

To give you an idea, just a few of the specialty mediums available are shown below. Half the fun is exploring what’s out there by going to an art store and/or looking online. Suppliers usually have information about their products on their websites, including instructional PDFs or even videos. Experiment with a variety of mediums to find your favorites!

Iridescent Pearl

Iridescent pearl adds subtle sparkle. It is great to use alone or mixed with paint, glitter, or another medium.

![Iridescent pearl on white surface](image1)
![Iridescent pearl mixed with flat blue paint](image2)
![Iridescent pearl on painted surface](image3)
![Iridescent pearl mixed with glitter](image4)
Flakes and Lava
Flakes and lava add texture.

White opaque flakes provide a unique texture and reflective qualities.

Gold mica flakes add bling.

Black lava has a reflective quality that softly sparkles.

Glass Beads
Glass bead medium produces a clear, bubbly texture.

Glass beads on watercolor paper

Glass beads on painted recycled cardboard
Alternate Additions
Bondex Gold Ceiling Glitter is available at hardware stores or online. It makes a terrific addition to mediums.

Try adding cut-up papers or fabric, confetti, threads, or even charcoal scrapings from a charcoal pencil—mix with gel medium for a smoky look or allow the scrapings to dry on a substrate coated with damp gel medium. Then seal with another coat of gel medium.
Natural Additions

Add natural objects to medium to create wonderful inventive surfaces or mediums. Remember not to apply the medium too thickly or you won’t be able to sew or print over it after it has dried.

Coffee grounds are my go-to alternative medium. Their small, dark texture adds wonderful highlighting while remaining thin enough to sew through. Mix them with a clear medium to apply. They can also be dry brushed (page 114) with paint for added contrasting color.

Coffee grounds on white interfacing
Coffee grounds on painted surface
Coffee grounds on tissue paper

Tea leaves, while similar to coffee in general workability, are subtler. There are many different colors of tea available to try.

Tea leaves on painted and unpainted surfaces
EXAMPLE

Dance—Layered, Printed, and Enhanced with Specialty Medium

This piece includes fabrics that were dyed, painted, batiked, stamped, and Thermofax silk-screened. There is also a silk organza overlay with gold-flake medium highlights.

Dance, 12” × 12”

MEDIUM LIFTS

Medium lifts are unique phenomena. They are similar to a monoprint but use medium on a painted plastic surface to lift off the paint. The lifts can then be transferred onto any substrate.

I discovered this technique by accident. I had a small amount of leftover glaze consisting of metallic paint and diluted medium. To use up the glaze, I placed some silk organza on my plastic work surface and applied the glaze.

Later, when I peeled up the dried organza, it had picked up the glaze and the leftover paint that happened to be on the plastic. Working on your art can lead to fantastic discoveries.
Making Medium Lifts

Medium lifts are a great way to achieve beautifully textured, thin, printable surfaces. This technique can be collaged with the addition of translucent fabrics such as organza, cheesecloth, stabilizer, dryer sheets, scrim, and Lutradur, or lightweight papers such as tissue, masa paper, tea bags, and rice papers.
I intentionally do medium lifts now. Apply a diluted medium over the areas of the painted plastic you want to lift. I use diluted liquid/fluid medium, 1/3 medium to 2/3 water, for a flexible lift. More medium will create a stiffer, stickier lift. Paint can also provide a lift, but it will not be as transparent as a medium lift. The more diluted the paint mixture, the more delicate the lift; the heavier, the less translucent the result will be.

**Note:** This technique only works on a plastic surface. If you don’t use a plastic work surface, the substrate will simply be glued to the work surface.

This method works well to prevent tears when you are painting or preparing delicate wet tissue paper to use as a substrate.

---

**Photos by Wen Redmond**

Paint a plastic work surface or use plastic drop sheets with dried paint already on them.

Apply diluted medium over the area you want to lift.

Place the transparent fabric or tissue paper substrate on top of the freshly applied medium mixture and gently press it into the wet medium with a brush. Allow it to dry.

You can also place other fabrics and papers on the plastic and paint them with a medium mixture.

**TIP** Try a print-off (page 17) of wet paint and medium mixture too, not just dried paint.

Collage the surface of the medium lift.

---

After it has dried, peel or lift the substrate off the plastic; the paint and medium will be bonded onto the substrate.

Small collage with medium-lift overlay.
EXAMPLE

I Came Singing—Collage Using Medium Lifts

Collage right on top of your medium lift (page 94) or paper. *I Came Singing* is a hand-dyed, painted, monoprinted medium lift on silk organza and cotton, fused and quilted.

Printing on Medium Lifts

To print on a medium lift, use a pre-coat for nonporous surfaces (page 38) and use a carrier sheet if the medium-lift surface is thin.

Sometimes the pre-coat may seep through lightweight, transparent, or loosely woven materials and lift off onto the back. While this serendipitous result can be quite nice, be sure to work on clean pieces of plastic if you don’t want it.

Print as you would any other substrate.
GEL MEDIUM AND PAINT SKINS

Skins open up another new field of experimentation. This is where all the prior processes can come into play. Gel skins are made with thin layers of gel medium. They can be clear, collaged with embedded items, or made using acrylic paint.

A paint skin is made with mixtures of gel medium and paint or just paint. Paint skins can be quite creative but will not be clear.

**Important:** When printing on a gel medium or paint skin, apply a pre-coat designed for nonporous surfaces (page 38).

The skins can be used alone, added as collage elements, or layered over substrates on just about anything. They are terrific to apply to objects that can’t be run through a printer. They can be draped, wrinkled, or applied flat to a mounting.

![Clear gel skin embedded with one strip of silk organza and printed. Recycled chewable vitamin D wrappers were added on the back (right side) after printing.](image1)

![Paint skin](image2)
Creating a Skin

The skins are easy to make:

1. Select a plastic work surface to work on, such as 4-mil plastic, a thin plastic chopping mat, a used transparency (with or without ink), or even an old page protector. Paper of any kind will become glued to the gel medium skin, so don’t use it unless you want it to be part of the gel skin.

2. Spread thin layers of gel medium and/or paint onto the work surface. Try applying with brushes, palette knives, the edge of a wooden stick, a squeegee, a recycled credit card, or similar tools.

Use 3–5 thin layers. Thick layers will not dry clear. Let dry after adding each layer. The skin needs to be thick enough so it won’t tear when you peel it off the work surface but thin enough to run through your printer, if you want to print on it. The surface can be somewhat textured, but keep textures low enough to pass through the printer.

3. Let the skin dry completely. If you use a hairdryer to speed the drying, use a cool or medium-heat setting to prevent bubbling. I hover a swivel light above my gel skin to speed the drying.

4. If you plan to print on the skin, apply 2 layers of a pre-coat designed for nonporous surfaces (page 38) and/or use iridescent pre-coat. Paint it on in both directions and let it dry between coats. Allow it to dry completely before printing on it.

Note: Iridescent pre-coat will appear more opaque and metallic unless it is mixed with clear pre-coat.

5. The skin is ready to print. If the background plastic is sturdy enough, you can leave it on and use it as a carrier sheet (page 46). Otherwise, carefully peel off the skin (trimming any excess as needed) and attach it to a carrier sheet.

Try not to let the skin touch itself, as it has a tendency to stick. It’s often best to leave a skin affixed to its plastic base until you are ready to use it. This is true even after printing. Experiment by creating several small samples.

TIPS

There are several ways to determine placement of the gel medium:

• Place a piece of paper, the same size as the skin you want to create, under the plastic working surface. Spread gel medium or paint to cover just that area.

• Use masking tape or blue painter’s tape on the underside of the plastic working area as a guide to create the skin. If you are using the plastic base as a carrier, remove the tape before printing.

An inkjet-printed transparency was used as the working surface for a clear gel skin collage. Any image printed on the transparency will transfer to the back of the skin, adding to the collage.
PROCESS
Making a Printed Gel-Medium Skin Collage

A printed clear-gel skin with a touch of paint and lava medium was created on a plastic surface. It was easily trimmed and then taped only on the back at the top edge and both side edges for stability when printing.

Applying second layer of clear gel mixed with mica gel

Spread is finished.

While the skin was still tacky, a touch of gold interference paint was applied.

Close-up of great texture

The skin has dried, a pre-coat has been applied, and tape has been applied to the back to help it go through the printer.

I love that translucent skin! Ready to print.

Printed
PROCESS

Gel Medium and Paint Skin Collage

This collage was created directly on a plastic cutting board with a small amount of mica gel, thread, a piece of scrim, gold paint, and a clear nonporous pre-coat (page 38). Flashing tape was added on the back as an afterthought.

TIP

Look at the backs of your paint skins. They may be completely different! You can print on the reverse side of paint skins after applying pre-coat. At right is a gel-medium collage skin created with cheesecloth, art paper, organza, and printed tissue. A mix of red and bronze pre-coat was applied and now it’s ready to print.

Mounting a Gel Skin

Be aware that clear skins reveal whatever background you adhere them to. Lighter-colored surfaces or mounts may work best.

The receiving surface can be anything, especially objects that can’t go through a printer—commercial canvas, glass, wooden mounts, metal, ceramic tiles, marble, or even mirrors. Try art papers that are difficult to print, a collage, or gold leafing. Audition the skin before gluing to see what works best.

1. Peel back a corner of the printed gel or paint skin to be sure it is thick enough to remove. If it feels like it might tear, apply another layer of gel or paint and allow to dry.

2. Measure your mount and cut the skin to size. Handle skins carefully, as they will want to stick to themselves.

3. Coat the receiving surface with a thin layer of gel medium. Make it a thin layer so the medium doesn’t ooze out when the skin is applied.

4. Gently position the skin at the top and roll it down onto the mount. Press from the center out with one hand as you hold it in place with your other hand so it doesn’t slip. If there are any bubbles, wait a minute and press again. You can also roll it lightly with a brayer. Remember that a gel substrate can tear or slide easily. Be gentle with it. Wipe off any excess medium with a damp baby wipe.

5. Flip over onto clean plastic to dry. Be sure to use clean plastic to avoid an unexpected medium lift. Weigh it down. I use an old iron or beach stones. A brick or pile of old books would work, too.

6. Allow everything to dry. Finish as desired.
Printing a photograph on a textured background adds an unusual dimension to the finished image. Different textures can make the same photo look completely different. Adding low-relief textural markings to lightweight molding paste is an easy, creative way to print your photographs.

Molding paste is a paste-like water-based medium made from marble dust and polymer that can be spread on a substrate. Be sure to use lightweight molding paste, as regular molding paste is too heavy and will not work with this technique. Molding paste dries to a flexible, white film that can be rolled without cracking. Thin applications are needed both to be able to go through the printer and for ease of sewing. The substrate with dried paste can be gently ironed on the reverse side, using a wool setting. Final results have a leather-like feel. Lightweight molding paste can be purchased at any art supply store or online.

Plain inkjet-printed photo  Molding paste enhances the printed image.  Texture can completely change the final appearance of a printed molding-paste photo.
SUBSTRATES
The substrate you apply molding paste to needs to have a firm body yet be lightweight, thin, and not too porous. Experimenting with fabric as a substrate, I found it to be flimsy. It curled readily when I spread the molding paste, making it difficult to work on. To prevent curling, tape the fabric to a sturdy plastic work surface.

Medium-weight stabilizer and interfacing lie flat and work well with this technique. They readily support a thin layer of lightweight molding paste.

APPLYING MOLDING PASTE
To create textured photographs, cover your table or work surface with plastic.

Use a plastic knife, tongue depressor, or palette knife to pull molding paste out of the jar and apply it to your substrate. Spread with a plastic credit card or a paint scraper. The key to success is to spread the molding paste thinly—approximately \( \frac{1}{16} \)" thick, or less than the thickness of a dime—onto the substrate. Remember that different printers will accept different thicknesses, so when it’s dry, use height-check bars (page 50) to make sure it will go through your printer.

Creating Texture
Almost anything you think of can add texture to molding paste, which has the consistency of cake frosting and takes impressions quite readily. Choose your texture tools ahead of time. Press the texture tool into the molding paste soon after spreading, before it dries out. If the paste sticks to the texture tool, spray the tool lightly with water.

Texture Tools
Try traditional low-relief commercial stamps, torn cardboard, texture plates from a craft store, recycled veggie trays, and commercial insulation. You can easily make your own stamps or use rug mats, bubble wrap, sequin waste, low-relief wallpaper samples, cloth, string ... the list goes on!

Molding paste has a good working time. You can spread it with ease, erase any texture you don’t like, and continue to work. Stop working when the paste starts to get crumbly.

Keep your printer height in mind when creating textures. Press high areas down before they dry, using a palette knife, your fingers, a spoon, or a spreader.

Molding paste cleans up with soap and water. Do not let the product dry on your tools, as it is difficult to remove when dried.
WASHES AND INKJET PRE-COATS

Molding paste is absorbent and works exceptionally well as a base for acrylic paint. Molding paste should be somewhat dry before painting, but it doesn’t need to be bone dry.

Washes

Washes are diluted mixes of paint and water. Create a thin wash that is a mix of about ⅓–⅔ paint and ⅓–¾ water. Keep the hue on the lighter side for best results. A thin wash of color will just tint the final color of the photo, allowing most photographs to show after printing. Dark paints will need a strong photo or a black-and-white image.

In the example, notice how the interfacing absorbs paint differently than the molding paste. I love that quality and chose not to spread molding paste all the way to the edges of the substrate.

Adding a Pre-Coat

Allow your samples to dry thoroughly before applying a pre-coat.

You will need to apply a pre-coat (page 38) for the best photos, finest detail, and longest-lasting results. Pre-coats provide the tooth for the inkjet ink to adhere to for a more permanent print.

When your pretreated molding paste substrate is prepared and completely dry, you’re ready to print.

It’s best to allow the molding paste to dry overnight. Using a hot hairdryer to speed drying will not work, as it can crack the molding paste.

PRINTING

Different printers offer the ability to print different thicknesses, so be sure to check the manual.

If the molding paste is too high, the print head may hit it, leaving black ink on the ridges and misaligning the head. If this happens, lines will show on your prints and the printer will need a head alignment. If you need to, you can easily fix the head alignment—check the printer’s utility option on your computer or refer to the printer manual.

Use height-check bars (page 50) to check the thickness before printing your molding paste substrate. If the molding paste is too thick, try sanding it down a bit.
EXAMPLE

Trees—Printed on Silver-Painted Molding Paste

Painted, prepared molding paste, ready for printing

Trees, 12” × 12”

Detail of Trees

PROCESS

Black-Painted Interfacing with Molding-Paste Center

Original photo

Molding paste was applied on black-painted interfacing with a clear pre-coat and a silver pre-coat swirl in the center.

Printed
While I was walking on a street in Boston with my son, we passed a storefront window filled with antique sewing machines of all brands. What a delight! I took several photographs because I found it so interesting. The glass of the window captured the street we were standing on in a hazy reflection.
This chapter covers ways to protect your work and how to apply any last minute touches that might be needed.

**POST-COATS**

After you’ve given your work so much thought and attention, it is worthwhile to take steps to preserve it. Digital media can be susceptible to water damage, fading from UV exposure, airborne dust and dirt, surface abrasion, and so on. Post-coating is any surface treatment that extends the durability of your finished digital-art piece or substrate. Post-coats can be applied after your piece is completely finished and mounted or as you assemble the piece. To ensure permanence, post-coating is a must for any nonporous printed substrate.

In general, make sure everything is completely dry before any post-coat is applied. All sewing and ironing should be complete as well.

There are a number of different kinds of post-coats, including liquid/fluid, wax, and spray. Explore your options and remember to always test the product on a sample before applying it to your precious finished artwork.

Almost any acrylic medium will work as a post-coat. They often deepen the colors and can be glossy or matte. Read the directions to prevent a foggy appearance on your work.

Different companies make essentially the same product but use different names. All acrylic mediums are washable, water-soluble, and compatible with each other.

You can thin liquid mediums with water, up to 25%, for better flow, for spray applications, and to decrease stickiness.

**Note:** Don’t use mediums made for oil painting because they aren’t compatible with acrylics.

**Liquid/Fluid Post-Coats**

**Liquid/fluid gloss medium** is an all-purpose medium that provides a shiny, high-gloss finish that deepens colors. It is not designed for post-coating but can be used if nothing else is available. Create thin transparent glazes by mixing a small amount of paint with gloss medium or use glazing medium (page 108).

**Liquid matte medium** provides a matte or nonreflective finish with no sheen or gloss. It can be slightly opaque when dry and is not recommended alone as a final varnish or glazing medium as it can be cloudy. You can apply a thin layer over any other topcoat for a different sheen.

**TIP** Make a satin medium with a mix of equal parts matte and gloss mediums.

Liquid Varnish Medium dries clear and are permanent and nonremovable. Some varnishes have UV protection. They will pump up the colors slightly by deepening or darkening them.

Mediums and varnishes are almost the same thing; however, varnishes are designed for a finish coat.
**Glazing medium** provides a soft sheen, deepens colors, offers UV protection, and is designed as a finishing final coat. It dries clear, flexible, and water resistant. Glazing liquid is available in satin and gloss sheens.

**TIP**
Glazing medium can be tinted with a small amount of paint and will slightly alter the color underneath. The amount of paint added to a glaze is directly related to the desired clarity of the final glaze.

For example, alter your finished collage with a glaze that is ¼ white or beige paint and ¾ glazing medium. Apply to part of the collage or the entire surface. Remove some with a sponge or a paper towel by blotting the surface. This leaves a textured, muted, light coating that creates a dreamy finish.

**UV semigloss medium or topcoat** is a commercial product that creates a permanent, nonremovable UV-protective post-coat. It will retain tool marks and textures. I find it has a matte, cloudy finish that seems to mute colors.

**Gel medium** can be applied for additional texture, as it will retain brushstrokes or other textural marks. If it is applied too thickly, it will not dry clear. Like all topcoats, it may alter color saturation.

**Heavy gel medium** can be used on top of any print for deep-texture highlights. This gel is difficult to sew through, so use it as the final coat after all the sewing is finished.

**TIP**
Try texturing the gel with stamping, sponging, or scribing. Use a dull-pointed tool such as a dried-out pen to make random marks, patterns, or handwriting in the medium. Add glaze or dry brush for additional highlighting.
APPLYING LIQUID/FLUID POST-COATS

As with any medium, always work on a plastic surface—any other work surface that comes in contact with the mediums will stick to your artwork as it dries.

Mediums can unite the sometimes divergent elements in a collage, as well as provide protection. When you apply a liquid medium, tissue paper may wrinkle, but this adds additional texture. Thin papers and newspaper will become somewhat transparent, showing what’s on the reverse side, creating instant layering. Liquid mediums are my favorite post-coat.

To apply, after everything has dried, pour the medium into a recycled veggie tray or other small bowl and spread it on your work using a large foam brush for smoothest application. Bristle brushes can leave strokes behind, which can be bonus texture. However, be sure to remove any loose bristles that come out of the brush, as they will be glued to the surface and leave ridges if they are removed after the medium has dried.

Make sure the surface is completely covered; changing your angle of viewing will help you spot any places you’ve missed. I like to catch the edges of fabric substrates to prevent fraying.

Apply a sealing medium such as liquid gloss medium and varnish.

TIPS

When applying liquid medium to nonporous substrates, use the fewest brushstrokes possible to prevent unwanted removal of ink.

- Apply a thin coat quickly and apply another after it is dry. If the medium is brushed on too slowly or for too long, the medium can lift or remove the inkjet ink.

- If your substrate has lots of texture, a bristle brush will work best—a foam brush skims the surface while a bristle brush will go into the crannies.

Lifting, done with intent, reveals high points of texture on your substrate. In this case, using a foam brush is best. This print of a shell is on molding paste. The center sections of the raised textural ridges were carefully brought out by gently removing some of the inkjet ink, creating a secondary texture and highlights.

Always experiment with a sample first.

Matted print

Allow the medium to dry. If necessary, iron non-acrylic work flat with an iron on the wool setting. When you iron, always protect the surface of your art and your iron with parchment paper or silicone release paper.

When coating printed gel skins, molding paste, and other nonporous substrates, it may be best to use a spray protective coat (page 110) to prevent unwanted lifting of ink.
**Wax**

Dorland’s wax is a translucent cold wax product that deepens colors nicely and doesn’t affect the hand much but has a slightly waxy feel. It works best with non-acrylic surfaces.

**Spray**

Sprays are handy when the substrate is delicate or you are concerned about ink lifts (page 109). There are a lot to choose from: matte, crystal clear, gloss, or UV-specific. Most are UV-resistant, archival, and moisture-resistant.

Preserve It! spray (by Krylon) is designed for use with digital photos. UV-Resistant Clear Coating (by Krylon, available in matte and gloss) is more versatile; it is designed for use with painted surfaces, paper, and nonporous surfaces. Read the label of the protective spray to make sure it matches the substrate you’re applying it on.

When using spray products, wear a mask. Apply in a dust-free and well-ventilated area. Spray evenly in both directions for complete coverage. Two thin coats are better than one thick coating. Store the can at room temperature. Be sure to shake the can well before use, as the contents will settle, affecting the quality and clarity of the spray.

**Note:** If you spray outside, do not apply the product in direct sunlight, as this can change the texture and transparency of the surface.
FINISHING, FIXING, AND FINALIZING

Now is the time for any last-minute touches. After post-coating your collages, inspect each piece on its own merits. Do you need to add a bit more to the work, such as small pieces of newspaper, threads, specialty mediums, or tissue paper? Would a glaze accent the textures? Perhaps some heavy gel medium would add some interest.

Paint Textures

Reveal unseen patterns and textures using an almost dry brush with paint. Accent the edges of collage materials, too. Apply a small amount of paint on a bristle brush and then dab to remove most of it from the brush. Holding the brush almost parallel to the surface, swish lightly against the section you are highlighting. Add more pressure for more paint or deeper penetration. Try different types of paints, as they have different thicknesses depending on their function and the binders used.

As needed, remove some or most of the paint with a paper towel or baby wipe before it dries. Removal is easier, as the surface already has a medium coating.

Bronzing or Luster Powders

Use bronzing or luster powders such as Jacquard’s Pearl Ex to add a luster glaze.

Place a small amount of gel medium on a plastic tray or piece of palette paper. Lightly coat a palette knife in gel medium, dip the coated knife into the bronzing or luster powder, and then fold it into the gel medium. The powder will stick to the medium on the knife and be less likely to disperse into the air.

The finished clarity depends on the color and the amount of powder added. Apply to the entire surface as a glaze or to highlight specific areas.

Note: Remember to use a dust mask when you use the powders.

TIP

You can also add powders to paints for unique effects.
Altering Images Further with Mediums

Enhance a finished work with a touch of specialty medium (page 90). Create your own texture gel medium using coffee grounds, dried tea leaves, flower petals, and more (see Natural Additions, page 90). Mix specialty mediums with additional gloss or matte medium for a less-dominant application. **Note:** *This can be done either before or after the post-coat.*

Molding paste on fusible interfacing, printed with a clear pre-coat. A tiny amount of mica and black lava was wiped across the image, giving a lovely subtle touch.

Print on interfacing with white opaque flake accents

Commercial black lava medium was applied too heavily on this print.

A lighter coat of commercial black lava medium adds to the moody feel of this image. This was printed with white pre-coat over a previous print.
Printed with bronze and clear pre-coat over a previous print. Commercial gold mica brings out the reflection of the sunset, and black lava medium adds highlights to the hills.

Fiber paste applied to interfacing was printed and then underpainted from the back with a linen color of yellow and diluted silver glaze.

Image printed on fusible interfacing with mix of clear and red pre-coat, decorated with gel medium texture and added tea leaves.

Printed paint skin (page 98) with heavy gel medium texture, highlighted with dry brushing of silver paint repeating silver paint color of skin.
**EXAMPLE**

The Opening—From Start to Finish

Original photo

The image is layered with a collage of fabrics and temporarily arranged for a photograph (page 26).

Prepared-for-printing fabric is cut up for the printing substrate.

Finished print

The layered image is digitally resized to a square for printing.

The print is rotated for a better composition, and a mix of gel and liquid medium (page 107) is applied for a slightly thicker post-coat.

After quilting, additional gel medium is added in the low peaks for deeper texture.

Lava gel medium is added for highlights.

Gray and gold highlights are dry brushed to the fabric edges to bring them out.

The Opening, 12” × 12”

Detail of The Opening
Presentation offers another opportunity for creativity. You can always finish pieces as you would a quilt, but there are also many other ways to finish a fiber art piece.

MOUNTING
Mount your fabulous finished work! Try watercolor paper, commercial mounted canvas, wooden panels, or a frame with mat board.

TIP
Be creative and use recycled items or found wood for an unusual presentation.

Preparing Mounting Panels
If you are using a finished canvas, wood panel, or other mount with edges, paint the edges in a color that complements the finished work.

1. To mount, apply a butter-thin layer of gel medium to the mounting surface or the back of the trimmed collage. When applying medium to the mount, brush from the center out, lifting the brush as you get close to edge so the medium doesn’t ooze out when you apply the item to be mounted. When applying medium to the back of the piece to be mounted, brush on a thin layer so the edges and corners of the finished work are secure and won’t peel up later.

TIP
Cover the edges of the mount with wide painter’s tape to prevent medium from being applied there. Remove after the mount is secure and before it is dry.

2. Line up your work on the mounting surface, sliding it carefully to position. When you’re satisfied with the placement, press gently with your hand from the center out. Then cover the piece with plastic and press it down with a brayer to make good contact.

3. Flip the mounted work over onto clean plastic, weigh it down evenly, and allow to dry.

4. After it’s mostly dry, flip it over and let it finish drying right side up.
PROCESS
Composing a Collage Directly on a Solid Panel

The panels were painted with gray gesso for a matte finish. The entire top was painted because some of the substrate might be transparent.
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Gel medium was used as the adhesive to apply the collage items.

The black-and-white copy showed through the lighter-weight joss paper after the medium was applied. The collage was then trimmed, flipped over onto plastic, and weighed down to dry.
A matte post-coat (page 107) was applied on the right and gloss on the left for contrasting effects.

The back side—labeled and wired, ready to hang

Finished
Another way to present work is to use segmented fiber constructions. The completed printed photos are cut into smaller sections for an additional design element. As a bonus, the smaller sections can be easier to work with, especially if you are stitching on them.

Traditional binding is too bulky for this presentation method; instead, the edges are first sealed with a light coat of gel medium to secure loose threads, and then a second coat of paint is applied. I like the way the paint accentuates the edges. A foam brush applies the paint just on the edge, while a bristle brush holds more paint and creates interesting undulating painted edges on the surface of the sections.

After everything is dry, I assemble the work with hand-tied knots using dyed perle cotton or waxed linen threads. This edge treatment created a surprise secondary grid design.

**TIP**

When painting the edges on a larger piece that is difficult to hold up, slide the piece to the edge of the table so it overhangs just a bit and paint the edges that way.

**EXAMPLE**

*Cormorant’s Perch*—A Segmented Quilt

The quilted segments of *Cormorant’s Perch* were created using the same original photograph, digitally layered and blended (page 28) with a variety of photographs of painted fabrics and papers. The printed fabric images were mounted as individual sections on a base of felt and creatively stitched with arches for a unifying design.
In contrast to Cormorant’s Perch, the projects Flown and Leaping Point are made using one layered and manipulated image (rather than multiple images) that is split up and printed in a number of segments, then stitched together.
HOLOGRAPHIC MOUNTING

I developed my technique for creating holographic imagery as I was using transparent silk organza with my mixed-media work. When I peeled the organza off its paper carrier sheet, I could see a duplicate image, and together the two images created an image that seemed to have dimension.

I could see the potential for creating a three-dimensional illusion in my fiber work, but I had to figure out how. The primary issue was how to retain a space between the images. If the organza is placed directly onto a background, it simply repeats the image. If it is too far from its duplicate, it loses its image completely.

After much trial and error, I discovered that ¾˝-deep stretcher bars leave just enough space between the layers for the image to appear dimensional.

Basic Steps

1. Select a photograph that has strong, simple lines. Small facial features and other details will not be discernible. Larger motifs work best.

2. Print 2 images for each piece: one on commercially prepared organza and the other on a transfer product, such as Lesley Riley’s TAP Transfer Artist Paper (by C&T Publishing). Be sure to reverse the image when you print the transfer product.

3. Select border fabric—audition choices until you find a fabric that is exactly right. To give you an idea of how much fabric you need: For a 5˝ × 7˝ photo in a 10˝ × 12˝ frame you need a piece of fabric about 18˝ × 22˝. Trim the fabric into 6˝-wide strips (or whatever size you prefer).

4. Peel the organza from the backing fabric (carefully, so as not to pull it off-grain). Take a moment now to double-check that your transfer image is printed in reverse. If it isn’t, you can flip the organza and use the reverse organza image.

5. Add borders as you would for a quilt top: Place the border fabric on top of the silk organza, right sides together, matching the edge of the printed image to the edge of the border fabric, and sew a ¼˝ seam along the edge of the image on the organza. Trim as needed and steam press each time you sew a seam. Be sure to press the seams away from the organza image. These seams need to be as flat as possible. As a bonus, the seams also prevent the straight-line edges of the transfer film from being seen when the piece is mounted.

6. Paint a small amount of Fray Check or gel medium on the back along the organza edges. This will keep the edges of the fabrics from unraveling and ruining your finished holographic image with renegade loose threads. Place the piece on plastic to dry.

Note: Don’t use a liquid medium, as it will seep to the front and mar the finished work.

Photos by Wen Redmond
7. Let the piece dry until it is tacky; then flip it over to finish drying. This helps prevent any medium from showing on the front. You can also topstitch the edge of the opening after the medium dries, if you like.

Flip the piece over to finish drying.

8. Set up the stretcher bars. Make sure they are 2” smaller on all sides than the completed sewn, bordered image so the fabric borders can be wrapped around the bars. Slide the bars together and then tap the corners with a hammer so they aren’t sharp.

9. Mount the bordered image on the bars: Line up the finished picture on the bars. Start stapling the fabric border on the back side of each bar in the center. Staple the seams directly across from each other. Adjust as you rotate around the stretcher bars.

Check the alignment often.

Note: As you staple the fabric to the bars, it will look slightly wonky until all the sides have the same tautness. This may take several rotations and may require the removal of some staples.

10. Fold the corners to the back (much as if you were wrapping a present), forming a mitered corner, and staple. Flatten all the staples on the back with a hammer.

11. Roughly cut a piece of medium-weight interfacing for the backing, making it about 2”–3” larger than the finished bordered picture.

12. Center the printed image to be transferred on the backing interfacing, in the correct position (horizontal or vertical orientation). Transfer the image according to the product directions.

13. Place the stretched, mounted, bordered image directly over the transferred image, carefully aligning 1 image over the other. Mark the outer edges of the mounted art piece with a pen on the interfacing. Remove the mounted picture and trim the backing ¼” inside that marked line.

14. Glue the interfacing to the back of the stretcher bars after making sure both images are facing the same direction and are perfectly aligned.

15. Attach a hanging device with a wire, add a label, and you’re done!

The trimmed backing provides a nice ¼” finishing edge to the back of the mounted finished holographic work.
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Treelines—Holographic Mounting

Treelines features holograph imagery framed with inkjet-ready fabric borders.

Manipulated tree image

Treelines, 13” × 15”

Variation with pieced photo border
EXAMPLE

Before I Knew You—Holographic Mounting

An assemblage of manipulated photographs printed on inkjet-ready fabrics and mounted with hand-painted silk-screened textiles. This work combines painting and digital media into a one-of-a-kind art piece.

Before I Knew You, 45” × 34”

Detail of Before I Knew You
The tricky part here is using three separate images and mounting them so the three images are lined up with the backing transfers. One image is relatively simple, but having three in the same artwork presents a challenge. Each image needs to be transferred separately and realigned when transferred.

Hardball, 25” × 15”

Holograph imagery is framed with a hand-painted cotton border with Thermofax screen accents.

Shadow, 18” × 21”
OTHER PRESENTATION IDEAS

EXAMPLE

A Thousand Wishes—Sliced Grid with a Border

A manipulated image of the side of a barn was printed on cotton sateen and bordered in hand-painted cotton duck. The image was printed again on silk organza and stitched in a grid directly on top of the same photo. The organza within some grids was sliced to create multiple holographic images.

EXAMPLE

Leaves—Constructed in Segments and Tied Together

Each segment of this piece was created independently and then the segments were tied together. String with a rod serves as a hanging device.

• The top section is painted cotton with applied leaf and glass bead medium. It also forms a tube for a hanging device.

• The second section is hand-painted cotton, fused onto gray acrylic felt and quilted.

• The third section features a printed image on digital-ready canvas, overpainted with pearlescent watercolors, quilted, and cut apart into sections. These were edge painted and hand knotted together with scrim applied to the bottom.

• The bottom section is painted Lutradur backed with an inkjet image that peeks though. The section is accented with fused appliqué and a stitched leaf motif.
EXAMPLE

*Remembering the Wind*—A Foldable, Segmented Piece

Several photographs were digitally fused to create the image for this piece and printed on digital canvas. The prints were overpainted to deepen the colors and add color. The prints were quilted, cut into segments, edge painted, and hand knotted together into a foldable, segmented mixed-media piece.

*Remembering the Wind, 48˝ × 24˝*

EXAMPLE

*Swamp Trees*—Wall Art or Sculpture

This piece is composed of an image divided into thirds, repeated twice, and mounted on nine separate 4˝ × 4˝ canvases. The images were printed on cotton duck in black and white and reversed black and white. Three sections were overpainted with a blue wash.

These can be hung on the wall or presented as a sculpture.

Presented as wallhanging

Arranged as sculpture
New England artist Wen Redmond explores her medium—fiber—focusing on experimentation and expanding its presentation. Her unique, artistic work merges digital processes, photography, collage, mixed media, and surface design.

Wen has created several signature digital fiber techniques, such as holographic images creating three-dimensional effects, textured photographs using molding paste, and an innovative serendipity collage method. Her latest work continues experimenting with digital photography, manipulating and printing images on mixed-medium substrates.

She has been published widely in books and magazines, been featured on Quilting Arts TV, and has two available DVD workshops with Interweave Publishing. Her work has been included in many juried exhibits and public and private collections, including Marvin Fletcher’s Quilt National Artists collection.

She delights in creating dialogue, changing perspectives and perceptions of fiber, and creating unusual combinations of painting and digital media into a one-of-a-kind art piece.

“Each work is individual and a communication between my inner imagination and, later, the viewer.”

Find out more about Wen by visiting her website, wenredmond.com.
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